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Abstract
Electron bunches generated by laser driven wakefield acceleration are transported and
analyzed using a magnetic line composed of a triplet of quadrupoles and a dipole. Short
pulse bunches with a total charge of ≈ 130 pC, and broad band energy spectra in the range15
45 to 150 MeV are generated by ionization assisted injection in a gas cell. The electron
source is imaged about one meter away from the exit of the gas cell by the magnetic line,
delivering electron bunches at a stable position in the image plane where a charge density
of ≈ 2.9 pC/mm2 at an energy of 69.4±0.6 MeV is achieved. This magnetic line improves
dramatically the accuracy of energy determination of this electron source, leading to an20
energy error as low as 8.6  in the 70 MeV range for 5 mrad divergence electron bunch
and considering the resolution of the entire detection system. The transport of bunches
with improved stability and energy selection paves the way to various applications including
multi-stage laser plasma acceleration.
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1. Introduction
Since the first experimental demonstration of peaked electron spectra in 2004 [1, 2, 3]
the field of laser driven wakefield accelerator (LWFA)[4] has achieved tremendous progress
in the understanding of physical mechanisms and improvement of electron beam quality.
Electron sources generated in LWFA rely on the non linear interaction of the laser pulse30
with plasma electrons. Several processes were envisaged to improve the beam quality and
stability, such as ionization injection [5, 6, 7], the use of colliding pulses [8], shock-induced
density transition [9, 10] and density down-ramps injection [11] for example. Although
promising results [12, 13, 14] have already been achieved towards selecting the beam energy
and reducing the energy spread, divergence or conserving the emittance [15, 16], additional35
beam manipulations are required for most of the future applications of these compact sources.
Controlling and optimizing the electron beam properties is of primary importance for
several applications such as the generation of high energy photons [17, 18] and very high
energy electrons (VHEE) for medical treatment [19, 20, 21]. The multi-stage laser plasma
accelerator scheme [22, 23, 24, 25] is also a promising option towards ultra-high energy40
compact accelerators. In the double stage version of this scheme, short electron bunches are
injected into an accelerating plasma structure, providing multi-GeV energy gain to electrons
in phase with the plasma accelerating field. Electron injection in this type of structure is
one of the current challenges as it requires micron scale and femtosecond scale stabilization
of electron bunches.45
It is thus crucial to test ways to improve the quality and stability of electron beams
generated by LWFA. The capability to transport and refocus electron beams from LWFA,
counterbalancing their divergence, is as essential as being able to control their reproducibility.
The pointing instability which could be observed experimentally comes from a combination
of several contributions like the fluctuations of the laser position but also the temporal50
(S. Dobosz Dufre´noy)
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contrast of the laser pulse [26], the type of target used to generate the electron beam (gas
jet, gas cell, capillary...) [27] for instance or the conditions of injection of the electrons in
the accelerating cavity and its evolution [28, 29]. As soon as the electron beam exits the
plasma, its size increases drastically and it needs to be controlled by appropriate transport
components. Beam manipulation has already been tested using plasma lenses [30, 25, 31] as55
well as magnetic devices such as permanent magnet quadrupole (PMQ) to refocus the bunch
[17, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Several multi-petawatt laser facilities should be available soon
so there is a need to test ways to transport the electron bunches between stages in the double
stage acceleration scheme. This paper focuses on the analysis of the transport of an electron
beam with broad energy distribution and divergence as easily achieved by LWFA.60
In addition, the transport of the electron beam provides a way to separate electrons from
radiation exiting the plasma. In a laser plasma injector, the laser beam and electron bunch
copropagate on the same axis. For applications, it is desirable to use the electron bunch in
the absence of laser or betatron radiation which can modify the sample. For example in the
context of sample irradiation for biological studies or dynamical structural material property65
studies [39], an electron beam size of typically 1 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) is
required. Placing the sample close to the plasma exit where this beam size is achieved would
expose it to laser radiation typically with an intensity of the order of 1013 W/cm2, strong
enough to induce damages in most materials. Transporting and imaging the electron beam
away from the plasma exit, and separating it from radiation is thus essential for applications.70
A magnetic line was specifically built to stabilize and analyze a LWFA electron beam
[40, 41, 42] available on a 100 TW class laser facility. It was designed taking into account
realistic parameters and experimental constraints of the facility (room size, chamber size,
other implemented diagnostics), to transport the largest amount of charge at an energy
around 70 MeV and obtain in the image plane a beam size of the order of the source size,75
with two objectives. The first is to perform preliminary studies of beam transport in view
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of future two-stage acceleration experiments in preparation at the Apollon laser facility [43].
The second is to manipulate and deliver the bunch for applications [19, 20, 21] : it implies
to transport the electron beam from the laser focal plane, stabilize and focus it, maintaining
a maximum charge density for sample irradiation.80
In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of using this magnetic line for LWFA elec-
trons with broad energy spread and of delivering a large charge density over mm2 areas for
applications. Bunches are generated by ionization assisted injection in a short length plasma,
with a relatively large charge and divergence, of the order of 10 mrad. The magnetic line is
used to characterize the electron beam properties and achieve a stable electron beam with85
a high charge density in a narrow energy range (≈ 2.9 pC/mm2 at 69.4 MeV ±0.6 MeV).
The charge transmission was measured and the electron beam spectrum was analyzed
with and without the magnetic transport line. The effects of the magnetic line on the beam
size, charge, shot-to-shot stability and on the measured energy spectrum are discussed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the characteristics90
and performances of the transport line are described; simulations using a uniform electron
distribution at the entrance of the line allow us to determine the electron distribution at the
output; the method used to reconstruct the input electron spectrum from the measurements
is described. Section 3 describes the experimental set-up and results, either using a single
dipole, or the whole transport line to diagnose the electron beam.95
2. Transport line characteristics
A magnetic line was designed to image and characterize the electron beam properties
such as energy distribution and angular divergence. In order to build a compact line, located
close to the electron source inside the vacuum chamber, permanent magnets were preferred
to electro-magnets. The sensitivity to electron beam pointing fluctuations were minimized.100
To do so the 6 × 6 transfer matrix R defining the relation between the initial and final
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electron coordinates (characterized by its position and divergence in the x and y direction,
its arrival time and relative energy difference denoted by (x, x’, y, y’, dl = −cdt, δ)) from
the plasma exit to the observation point has the values R12 = R34 = 0 for the reference
energy of 70 MeV. This corresponds to the astigmatism conditions and means that the final105
horizontal (vertical) position does not linearly depend on the initial horizontal (vertical)
angle. The sensitivity to the electron beam pointing fluctuations is then reduced. Moreover,
the implementation requires a minimum distance of 160 mm between the first magnet and
the plasma exit. We have chosen to use a triplet instead of a doublet for the focusing to
balance the betatron functions in the quadrupoles (and thus the chromatic effects) and to110
have similar values of R11 and R33 at the observation point. R11 and R33 are defined as
the relation between the beam final horizontal (vertical) position with its initial horizontal
(vertical) position. A dipole is then inserted downstream of the triplet to perform the
spectral analysis.
The transport line is made of a quadrupole triplet located at 160 mm from the plasma115
cell exit and a 120 mm-long dipole. The outer quadrupoles of the triplet are 80 mm long
and the inner quadrupole is 120 mm long with an inter-distance of 60 mm. Each element
length is a multiple of 40 mm which enables using the same blocks. The focal plane, where
the Lanex screen is inserted, for electrons reference energy (70 MeV) is about 1 m away from
the source. For the line design, the quadrupole and dipole field maps were computed with120
the OPERA software [44]. After construction, the magnetic field was measured at discrete
positions with a Hall probe. Finally, the field maps were calibrated with measured values
and used for all simulations presented below.
2.1. Simulation of transport with electron distribution
TraceWin [45] simulations show that 1 m away from the source the magnification factor125
is 1.1 in the horizontal plane, and 2 in the vertical one for the reference energy. When the
dipole is used after the triplet, focusing forces in the vertical plane (due to the triplet) and
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dispersive ones in the horizontal one (due to the dipole), result in a distribution of electrons
in the focal plane asymmetrically diverging on each side of the pinch position which is located
at 70 MeV, the reference energy of the line.130
In experimental conditions allowing us to generate a high charge around 70 MeV as
described in section 3.1, the large angular distribution induces uncertainty on the energy
determination. To reduce the error in the energy measurement, the divergence was limited
to ± 5 mrad at the entrance of the transport line using a circular tungsten collimator. The
choice of this value was guided by the fact that it transmits a sufficient amount of charge of135
the order of a few % and allows to limit geometrical and chromatic aberrations induced by
electrons impinging at large angles (> 10 mrad). One can note that the use of the collimator
does not affect the pointing fluctuations of the source (see part. 3.3.1). Indeed, experiments
were conducted with one showing a larger radius (±10 mrad acceptance) and even without
collimator (electrons go through the 40 mm aperture or 250 mrad of the first quadrupole)140
and gave similar results in terms of position stability in the detection plane.
To reproduce our experimental electron source, we assume a source size (radius 1/e2) of
1.5 µm and consider electrons in the range between 45 and 150 MeV and a (RMS) divergence
of 20× 10 mrad (horizontal axis × vertical axis). The transport of such a distribution was
simulated, with a divergence of ± 5 mrad to account for the collimator. The resulting145
density of electrons is plotted in FIG. 1 as a function of the evaluated energy and vertical
position in the focal plane of the transfer line. The evaluated energy corresponds to the
energy measured with the spectrometer and not necessarily to the energy of the electrons
at the entrance of the line.
This simulation takes into account the experimental resolution of the Lanex Regular150
screen [46] of the order of 100 µm. It shows that the electronic distribution obtained in the
image plane exhibits an asymmetrical ”butterfly” shape, with a pinch position at 70 MeV
as expected and a pinch size of 200 µm FWHM.
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Figure 1: Electron distribution in the image plane of the magnetic transport line including dipole for an
energy distribution uniform between 45 and 150 MeV.
The simulation of the quadrupole triplet response was performed with TraceWin for a
realistic energy range (from 45 MeV to 150 MeV by 0.1 MeV steps) and various angles (over155
a disk of radius 5 mrad by 1 mrad steps) at the entrance of the line. This was used to
evaluate the size and divergence of the electron distribution at the Lanex screen located in
the focal plane of the magnetic line. After their travel through the triplet only, the electron
vertical position and angle on the Lanex screen in the focal plane of the transport line are
plotted as functions of their energy in FIG. 2a) and b) for different values of the initial160
divergence, considering the horizontal and vertical one are the same.
It shows that electrons with a zero divergence at the source (black lines in FIG. 2) are not
deviated in the vertical plane for energies in the range 45 MeV to 150 MeV. All the curves in
FIG. 2a) cross the axis for 70 MeV whereas they cross it at 79 MeV in 2b). Assuming there
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Figure 2: Final vertical position a) and angle b) of the electrons as a function of energy in the range 45 MeV
to 150 MeV, for a set of initial divergence values indicated in the legend, on the Lanex screen in the focal
plane of the transport line.
is no correlation between the angle and the position, it means that for energies between165
70 MeV and 79 MeV the electron trajectories are converging (the vertical angle and position
have opposite signs) whereas outside this energy range the beam is divergent in the vertical
direction. These results show that electrons with energy lower than 70 MeV have a larger
divergence and deviation than electrons with higher energies, which are less deviated by
the transport line. This behavior is all the more pronounced for larger values of the initial170
divergence. This explains the asymmetry of the distribution observed in FIG. 1.
2.2. Energy determination with the triplet and dipole system
In this section we show how the accuracy of the transport line and the energy distribution
of electrons at the entrance are determined.
The energy error as a function of the nominal energy for a given divergence can be175
calculated using Tracewin simulations of any known electron population transported through
the triplet and the dipole. Simulations of transport through the triplet and the dipole were
performed for the same parameters as the one used for FIG. 2. The dispersion function of
the transfer line is computed from the position in the focal plane of electrons incident on
axis. Then considering diverging electrons at the entrance, the energy error was computed180
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as the position difference between the diverging and non diverging electrons at a given
energy. The energy error ∆E/E, defined as the ratio of the error ∆E to the energy, E, of
the characterization line only, is plotted in FIG. 3 as a function of the energy for different
initial values of the electrons horizontal divergence.
Figure 3: Energy error as a function of energy for different initial divergence of the electrons. The inset is
a zoom between 69 MeV and 71 MeV.
As expected the smallest error is obtained at the reference energy (≈ 70 MeV) and is185
as low as 1.5  for a 1 mrad and 1.7  for 10 mrad divergence. Taking into account the
imaging resolution, the energy error is increased to 8.6 in the reference energy range.
The charge density distribution by energy unit at the output of the transport line,
Pout(E), is calculated as the product of the distribution at the entrance, Pin(E), and the
transfer function of the transport line such as :190
Pout(E) =
∫
Pin(u)FR(Eout, Ein)dEin , (1)
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with FR(Eout, Ein) that can be defined as the transfer function of the line normalized by :
∫
E
FR(Eout, Ein)dE = 1
where Ein is the energy of the electron before the line and Eout the one evaluated at the
output.
Figure 4: Transfer function of the transfer line in the input - evaluated output energy plane. The blue dotted
vertical and horizontal line indicate the value 70 MeV, where the maximum of FR(Eout, Ein) is located.
TraceWin simulations were performed to determine the electron charge density distri-
bution by energy unit before and after the line. Then the transfer function was calculated
using Monte Carlo simulations with a 1 MeV step grid, and assuming that the electron195
distribution is uniform over a disk of 5 mrad radius. This last assumption is valid because
the typical RMS divergence (of the order of 10 mrad) of the beam is significantly larger than
the limitation at ±5 mrad due to the collimator. The calculated transfer function is plotted
in FIG. 4 in the input and output energy space.
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FIG. 4 shows that the transfer function provides a determination of the output energy200
with the smallest error at (70 MeV ±1 MeV) and error lower than 10 % in the range
40− 80 MeV; then the error on the energy grows for energies larger than 80 MeV.
The spectrum at the entrance of the transfer line can then be reconstructed, using the
calculated transfer function, and for example, an analytic function fitting a typical measured
spectrum after the transfer line. The output spectrum and reconstructed spectrum at the205
entrance are plotted in FIG. 5 where the two curves are very closely superposed. This recon-
Figure 5: Measured spectrum (red line) after the magnetic line and reconstructed spectrum (black line) at
the entrance as a function of electron energy.
struction is thus very accurate, demonstrating that this transfer line is a precise diagnostics
to characterize the electron spectrum in this energy range.
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3. Experimental results and discussion
3.1. Experimental set-up210
Experiments were carried out using the UHI100 facility, a 100 TW class Ti:Sapphire laser
system at CEA-Saclay. Linearly polarized laser pulses of (24± 1) fs duration (FWHM) are
delivered at 800 nm center wavelength and 10 Hz repetition rate. A deformable mirror is
used in order to correct the laser wavefront and obtain the most symmetrical distribution of
the energy in the transverse focal plane under vacuum. The laser pulses were focused using a215
1.1 m focal length off-axis parabola to a spot radius at (1/e2) of (16±1×15±2) µm2 with 50%
of energy within this surface. The total laser energy in the focal plane was on average EL =
(0.95±0.13) J and the resulting estimated peak intensity was IL = (4.8±0.5)×1018 W/cm2
which corresponds to a normalized laser amplitude of a0 = 1.5± 0.1.
Laser pulses were focused inside a variable length gas cell [41, 42] filled with a gas220
mixture composed of 99% H2 and 1% N2. Electron trapping is achieved by ionization assisted
injection. The electronic density was tuned from 5.6 × 1018 e−/cm3 to 1.2 × 1019 e−/cm3
with a cell length of 500 µm ± 100 µm. A schematic view of the experimental set-up is
presented in FIG. 6.
The relativistic electron bunches exiting the gas cell were characterized using two dif-225
ferent configurations. As illustrated in FIG. 6a), in the first configuration, the transverse
distribution of electrons was recorded directly after exiting the gas cell using a Lanex screen
placed at 416 mm from the focal plane of the laser. The energy spectrum can be obtained
by inserting in the path of the electron bunch a removable 55 mm-long magnetic dipole
(configuration D) with a maximum field strength of 0.82 T. The exit face of the dipole is230
placed 120 mm before the Lanex screen (FIG. 6a)). In the second configuration, shown in
FIG. 6b), a magnetic transport line, composed of a quadrupole triplet designed to focus
70 MeV electron beams, and a collimator to lower energy measurement error at 70 MeV is
inserted in the beam path. The transverse distribution of the electron beam is determined
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of experimental set-up : a) the electron source can be diagnosed with a
Lanex screen imaged onto a 16 bit CCD camera, and for the spectral part with a dipole inserted into the
electron trajectory (configuration D) or b) the source can also be imaged using a magnetic line (a triplet of
quadrupoles) and be diagnosed with a Lanex screen imaged onto the same 16 bit CCD camera and to obtain
the spectral characteristics, a dipole could be inserted into the electron trajectory (configuration TD).
with a Lanex placed 981 mm after the focal laser plane corresponding to the focal plane235
of the triplet for 70 MeV electrons. The dispersion is achieved by a movable 120 mm-long
dipole with a maximum field strength of 0.3 T, additionally inserted in front of this Lanex
in configuration TD. Considering the effective position of each magnetic element relative to
the exit of the gas cell, the reference energy defined by the experiment set-up is 69.4 MeV,
close to the 70 MeV design value.240
Both Lanex screens (Regular by EDM- Imaging) were imaged on a 16 bit Roper Scientific
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CCD and the charge was calculated using a previous calibration obtained with a conventional
electron source (ALIENOR CEA-Saclay [47]). The lowest energy that can be measured, due
to the imaging cut off, is ≈ 20 MeV (in configuration D) or ≈ 38 MeV (in configuration
TD). In order to avoid taking into account the signal near the cutoff of our experimental245
devices, only electrons above 45 MeV were considered for the following analysis.
3.2. Electron beam characterization
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Figure 7: Typical electron distribution recorded on the Lanex screen at 416mm after the laser focal plane
as a function of energy (configuration D) a) and associated spectrum b).
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For an electronic density of ne = 7.5× 1018 e−/cm3, the laser focused at 0.6 mm before
the entrance of the cell with the set-up described above in FIG. 6a), electron beams have,
on average over 5 shots, a total charge of 132 pC, a mean size of (x× y) = (6.4× 3.0) mm2250
(FWHM) and a pointing fluctuation of (0.47 × 1.2) mm2 (RMS). For these results and in
the following of the paper, the x−axis (y−axis) denotes the horizontal (respectively vertical)
axis. The divergence is larger on the x−axis because it is the laser polarization axis [48].
An example of electron distribution recorded on the Lanex screen in configuration D is
shown in FIG. 7a) and the corresponding energy spectrum, summed in the vertical direction,255
in FIG. 7b). In these experimental conditions the spectrum, averaged over 3 shots, is peaked
at 69 MeV ±17.6 MeV with a total charge of 50.6±8.6 pC in the energy range [45−150] MeV.
In FIG. 7a) the apparent increase of the transverse size of the beam with the increase in
energy up to 60 MeV, is only due to the increase of the Lanex signal with the number
of electrons, which is increasing with energy up to 60 MeV. As expected from ionization260
induced injection mechanism, the spectrum is broad, with, in this experimental conditions,
electrons up to a maximum energy of about 130 MeV. This energy is defined as the energy
where the signal IEmax reaches 10% of the peak energy signal, IEpeak , such as IEmax =IEpeak/10.
The energy dependent uncertainty on the energy determination can be computed for known
divergence and fluctuations. It is represented by the horizontal error bar at the maximum265
of the spectrum in FIG. 7b).
3.3. Electron beam diagnostic with the magnetic line
3.3.1. Distribution of electrons in the focal plane
Transverse electron distributions are plotted in FIG. 8, corresponding to an electron
beam freely diverging after exiting the plasma, FIG. 8a), and focused by the triplet, FIG.270
8b) for a series of shots with ne = 7.5× 1018 e−/cm3, and the laser pulse focused at 0.5 mm
before the entrance of the cell. A single distribution is shown for each configuration and
red crosses indicate the barycentres of 8 shots (FIG. 8a)) without and 9 shots (FIG. 8b))
15
with the transport line. Averaged values relative to these data are given in table 1. In this
table, the size and shot-to-shot fluctuations in configuration TD, 981 mm after the source,275
are compared to the freely diverging beam, extrapolated from the measurements performed
in configuration D, 416 mm after the source.
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Figure 8: Electron beam transverse distribution on Lanex screens a) 416 mm after the laser focal plane
without triplet b) on the focal plane of the transport line. One transverse distribution is shown and the red
crosses correspond to the barycentres for a series of shots under the same conditions.
RMS Pointing
fluctuations [mm]
(x× y)
FWHM Size [mm]
(x× y) Charge [pC]
Freely diverging (see
FIG. 8a))
2.2× 1.8 23× 6.6 81.3± 11
Focused electrons (see
FIG. 8b))
0.82× 0.31 1.3× 0.87 5.3± 2.2
Table 1: Electron transverse distribution properties of both the freely diverging and focused electron beam
under the same experimental conditions, corresponding to the data of FIG 8.
These data show that imaging the electron beam improves its properties for applications
in the focal plane of the triplet for the reference energy. For the freely diverging beam, we
retreive the large x-y asymmetry with the size in the x direction being 3.5 larger than the y280
one. This value of ratio is in good agreement with the one found in numerical simulation for
similar laser and target configuration [49]. Comparing the properties of the freely diverging
electron bunches at 981 mm after the source, and those of the focused beams at the same
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position, the shot-to-shot (RMS) fluctuations are reduced by a factor 2.7× 5.7 and the size
(FWHM) by a factor 18 × 7.6. The mean transported charge is 6.5% of the initial charge,285
reduced by the collimator, eliminating electrons outside the ±5 mrad angle.
The size of the electron bunch measured in the focal plane is ((1.3± 0.5)× (0.87± 0.2))
mm2 (FWHM). These values are in reasonable agreement with the ones expected from a
broad distribution, as the focusing distance of the triplet is energy dependent and this results
in an enlarged spot size. Considering the spectral (as given in Fig. 7b)) and spatial (cut290
to ±5 mrad divergence from the source presented in the previous section) properties of the
beam, the size in the focal plane is estimated to be (0.56× 0.89) mm2 spot (FWHM). The
observed difference beetwen the measured and the estimated values of the beam size in
the x direction can be attributed to the contribution of low energy electrons (< 45 MeV),
not included in the estimated value and which divergence is more sensitive to the laser295
polarisation direction. This point will be investigated in more details in a forthcoming
experiment.
3.3.2. Electron beam diagnostic with the triplet and dipole
The electron beam spectral distribution was measured after the transport line equipped
with the dipole (configuration TD). A typical image and the corresponding spectrum are300
shown in FIG. 9. The electron distribution in the focal plane exhibits a pinched shape as
expected in configuration TD and shown in FIG. 1 at exactly the theoretical energy given
for the implemented set up (69.4 MeV). FIG. 9b) shows there is a good agreement between
the peak energy measured before and after transport.
Characteristic parameters related to the electron spectra obtained in configurations D305
(blue curve in FIG. 9b)) and TD (red curve in FIG. 9b)) under the same experimental
conditions (ne = 1.2 × 1019 e−/cm3 and the laser is focused 0.8 mm before the entrance
of the cell), are compared in table 2. The vertical size at a distance of 981 mm after the
source for the freely diverging beam is extrapolated from the measurements performed in
17
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Figure 9: Electron spectrum a) on the Lanex on the focal plane of the transport line 981 mm after the laser
focal plane (through TD) b) Averaged spectrum over a series of shots under the same conditions in dotted
blue line : 416 mm after the source without transport (normalized to 2.02 pC/MeV), in solid red line : after
transport by the magnetic line (normalized to 0.13 pC/MeV).
configuration D (at 416 mm), assuming linear evolution.310
The average vertical size of the focused electron beam is reduced by a factor 8.5 and the
transported charge is (8.4±6.9)% of the measured charge in the 45 MeV to 150 MeV energy
range.
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Charge (between
45MeV and 150 MeV)
[pC]
Vertical size 981 mm
after the source [mm]
Vertical size 981 mm
after the source in the
70 MeV range [mm]
Freely diverging (see
FIG. 9b) blue)
56± 20 6.4 7.5
Focused electrons (see
FIG. 9b) red)
4.7± 2.2 0.75 0.57
Table 2: Table showing the electron spectrum properties of both the freely diverging and focused electron
beam under the same experimental conditions.
The ratio between the electron beam size at the entrance of the triplet and the collimator
entrance surface is 15.5% which is in agreement with the (8.4 ± 6.9)% experimental value.315
This means that the transmitted charge is of the order of the fraction of the electron beam
which goes through the collimator.
From the analysis of the spectra on the Lanex screen images, it is possible to determine
the position fluctuation and size in a given energy range. The vertical shot-to-shot position
fluctuations in the 70 MeV region (70 ± 2 MeV in configuration TD and 70 ± 20 MeV320
in configuration D) is determined for these two sets of shots, which spectrum is reported
in FIG. 9b). The wider energy range in configuration D is due to a larger energy error
compared to configuration TD. The position fluctuation in this restricted energy range is
500 µm in configuration D and a value below the experimental resolution (≈ 125 µm in this
configuration) for the TD one. The magnetic line reduces the vertical position fluctuations325
by at least a factor 4 around 70 MeV and the size by a factor ≈ 13 (see table 2).
FIG. 10 shows the variation of the vertical size of an electron beam passing through the
magnetic transport line associated to the dipole as a function of its energy.
These data correspond to the smallest measured pinch size of ≈ 191±50 µm (FWHM) at
69.4 MeV ±0.6 MeV for ne = 8.9×1018 e−/cm3 and a laser pulse focused 0.6 mm before the330
entrance of the cell. This result is in good agreement with the simulation results reported
in Fig. 1 which predict 200 µm pinch size. The spatial resolution could be improved by the
use of other scintillators such as a YAG crystal [50].
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Figure 10: Variation of the vertical size (FWHM) of the electron beam as a function of its energy, in the
focal plane of the triplet of quadrupoles, associated to the dipole for spectrum characterization.
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Figure 11: Electronic charge density calculated from the Lanex screen measurement, in the focal plane of
the triplet and dipole as a function of the energy.
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Finally, the electron charge surface density in the focal plane of the triplet and dipole
associated with FIG. 10, is plotted in FIG. 11 as a function of electron energy.335
As the beam size is reduced around 70 MeV, the charge surface density increases by at
least a factor 3 for the energy range considered here and goes up to ≈ 0.14 pC/(MeV mm).
Considering the energy at which the charge surface density is maximum and the fact that
there is light dispersion in the Lanex screen, it leads to at least 2.9 pC/mm2. This value is
well below the charge saturation value ≈ 66 pC/mm2 given by Buck et al. [51] for the Lanex340
screen used in this experiment. The achieved value of charge spatial and energy density can
be of great interest for future applications.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we demonstrated that using a specifically designed magnetic line, a high
charge broad band energy spectrum from 45 MeV to 150 MeV can be transported and345
focused about 1 m away from the source without changing the spectral properties of the
electrons beam. Up to 4.7 pC can be focused to a (1.3 × 0.87) mm2 spot, 1 m away from
the source for electrons in energy range of 45 MeV and up to 150 MeV and a charge
surface density up to 2.9 pC/mm2 at 69±2 MeV. This magnetic line has been designed to
transport and precisely diagnose electrons around 70 MeV for an electron beam without350
strong divergence-energy correlation, which is the case for the studied laser-plasma source.
This type of magnetic ensemble offers new perspectives for applications, as it allows to work
with a spatially stable electron beam (gain of a factor 3 on the position stability of the beam),
and 1 m away from the source, reducing considerably the impact of the co-propagating laser
pulse. This transport line and dipole is also an energy diagnostic for electrons with a very355
good energy resolution around the reference energy (down to less than 1% at 69.4 MeV in
this case).
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